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1. Edith Simonson –Navajo Speaker

I will speak in my native tongue, my name is Edith Simonson, I’m from Big Mountain, I
am a mother, I am a maternal grandmother, and a paternal grandmother, I was born there
(Big Mountain) and grew up right there, today still, I make my life there, I have maternal
grandchildren and I have paternal grandchildren, I think about their future.

I don’t think about my daily intake of food only. (I think about) the future condition,
about how my children will survive through that condition and about their livelihood
stays in my mind. I own livestock, I have a home I don’t work for Peabody or any other
company, I live similar to the traditional life of my great grandmothers, how they’ve
taught me to live life.

I live off of my sheep, use their wool; dying and weaving the yarn into rugs, is how I
provide for my family, that is what I’m made of (woman). I don’t just think about myself,
I think forward about the future of the next generations, their basis of environmental
survival and livelihood.

The senseless degradation of our mother earth is outlandish, I think. Our (precious) water
being wasted in large amount down to Phoenix and beyond where others use it, not us,
electricity is energy used primarily by our children, and you’ve ask, what will happen.

This is what I think about your question, we need to reach back into our traditional
teaching to re-instill in our children the power of thinking, this is my position and my
teaching, and a grave concern of mine. We inhale the thick smoke of burning coal into
our beings causing multitudes of health problems, such as asthma. The abundance of
money causes other social ills, impacting the working mothers and their young children,
adding to health and social issues. No one heeds to these on-going problems. Caring
disintegrated. All the way to Window Rock (capital of Navajo Nation) we’ve been
abandoned and deserted, a bait waiting.

This is what I think, if you want NGS to continue operation, Leave our water alone, leave
our coal alone, get other resources to use to continue operations, I will agree with this
option. We do not benefit directly from the operation, out here where we live. This is my
little comment I want to share. I think about the sheep, horses, cattle, and other animals
down to insects how they are also impacted.

They are life that were placed upon the earth along with us in the beginning, now they are
impacted and suffering. Also I haul water to my home to water my livestock, the deer
(wildlife) come to drink this water I bring for my animals, too much water was
senselessly wasted and has major effects upon seeps, creek and streams, therefore water
is very scarce now, water is limited for our wildlife to randomly go get water to drink in
their habitats. This water we haul is water we pay out of our pockets to share with the
wildlife too. These are issues, impacts, and concerns that I’ve made comments on. That is
all. Thank you.
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Greeting, my name is Lena Simonson Horseherder Henley, I’m from Hardrock,
AZ. My children run the Organization called “
-Beautiful Water
said”, currently I am (70) seventy years old. Before Navajo Generating Station,
Peabody and Kayenta Mine were built, I used to herd my sheep upon the Black
Mesa for a period of time.

water seeped out in the arroyos, between Oraibi Wash and Din bito Wash was
normally my grazing pastures for many years, around these area that had plentiful
water. Water trickle out from the ground, from the slopes of the mountains, from
the steep of rock ridge walls and a lot of bird species of different kind lived in this
area too. There was variety of wildlife species living in the area as well.

Currently I missed several species of birds that we lived with around that area,
they are extinct now. Also, it was a common sight that our People and the Hopis
use to walk on foot. As I grew I noticed people riding horses, riding in wooded

wagons, a few vehicles in the area. Elderly people walked or rode horses during
my young age.

These people were very strong and healthy, I did not hear of health ailments of
different kinds, practically nil. Nobody complained of aches and pains, or talked
about heart disease or respiratory problem.

People never say that they have the disease, cancer. We probably had a few
people who had it, we did not hear of it on a regular base, today it’s heighten as
people talk about it regularly. I saw vegetative species healthy, strong and diverse.
I look around at the vegetation I see poorer plant species and plants that are
resilient to the conditions of today.

I also noted that my mother and father had a large garden, raising corn,
watermelons, squash, and different types of vegetables. I remember different
garden food that was planted. Today, the gardens are small, not very big, just
enough to feed a family and a little more for the extended family that’s it.

I too, haul my water, from the Hardrock Chapter house, and I have to pay for this
water I haul. I recently received electricity into my home, however, I don’t have
running water in my home, I don’t miss not having running water in my home,
that’s how I’ve lived.

The company called, NGS is to shut down, I noted several owners listed on paper,
when the Owners are dropping out, should you say, stay and continue the
operation, when the financial aspect of their operation is decreasing, one should
not ask them to stay and continue operation of their company.

This is what I think, we are talking about the future of our children, I’m making
this comment on behalf of my children, my grandchildren, their children, and
their children, inclusive of the animals, plants, water users, and what resources are
our children going to use if we dig up all the coal, when we deplete the water.
Where they are going to get their water, I reason. This is my comment, and that is
all.
2.

Greeting, Good morning, I’ve already been name. Clans. This topic we are discussing,
the power plant smoke pollution, I used to work there, there are multi-layers of
pollutants, contaminants, and related risks associated with this power plant and
complex names of chemicals that it uses as part of its operation. They are very harmful
and will affect your health.

A great amount have permeated the soil, permeated the layers of soils. There are piles
of tons of fly ashes on site at the Plant, fly ash blowing everywhere spreading various
contaminants behind it, and getting into the lakes as it travels. That’s a familiar sight at
the Plant. At night when we are sleeping they (workers) release and emit a lot more
(smoke/emission) than required into the air, in the morning when you walk outside you

see a thick brown haze on the horizon. I know this because I use to work there at the
plant.

I was shown how to move the control knob, “look here this is how you use this control
knob to increase or decrease” the emission. We normally look outside (to ensure there
was no one else looking to know about what we are doing). I learn how to use the
control knob. We did this in the night time and we saw the thick haze hanging upon the
horizon in the morning. There are so many types of health related pollutants,
contaminants, and chemical on site and released from the Power Plant as I’ve said.

Water is a major concern, I think, the way water is senselessly used, especially the
waters underground, the surface waters and its impact upon our future generation, no
one really studies the wildlife, maybe they have black organs too. These species have
decreased too. They need to be studied to have data. We have similar health studies,
issues, and related problems close to what I think the animals might have. Today, on a
consistent base people with health problems go to their doctors to get their prescription,
non-stop, there no healing of the bodies, medicine are not effective.

“Go get your medication” they’re told daily, those who have various types of health
problems regular routine. People were strong and healthy before the companies were
built around here, there were many gardens people growing lots of healthy food in the
past. Then related traumatic experience during the federal relocation, mental anguish
and depression took many lives, still going on today.

Presently, you (federal government) are sparring us together again, our lives are fragile.
During the federal relocation many people passed on because of mental and spiritual
anguish. We are now suffering from fine coal dust; fly ashes associated health problems
and emission of pollutants from the Power Plant, the fly ashes are loaded with toxicants
just as dangerous as the smoke. Uranium is one element caused many health problems
our people have been affected by, now it’s the health illness of Power Plants and
mining.

That is my comment to you, and thank you to all of you here. That’s it.
3.
Greeting, my name is Lorraine Herder. I’m from Big Mountain. I’ll speak for a little
while in the English language; (Speaks English language).

I have sheep, the breed from the past with which we were placed upon the earth with,
the Navajo churro sheep, that is my herd of sheep. I make my living off this sheep. The
quality of the churro sheep wool is not very good, when I examine it today. It’s not
there because of the environment, because of the vegetation it is the forge (the sheep)
eat, to help it grow is absent.

This vegetation, the forge are only the drought resistant plants and we have an abundant
of these plants. The rest of which should be palatable nutritious food is sparse to none. I
know this, because I’m out there every day.

I observe closely what the sheep eat. It is true that palatable nutritious forge species
used to grow in abundance in the past. I use a variety of plants to dye darken the colors
of the wool or to dye reddish colors of the wool, these plants are almost nonexistence
now. These different flower plants are gone.

These same plants were edible food for our consumption too, when we ate these plants
we were healthy, for example wild celery and wild carrots were part of our diet, today
they grow sparsely. We don’t receive a lot of rain either, so, wildlife we have to
compete with them.

This is also true if one uses plants to dye wool, we really have to look for the plant
dyes. We live with this situation today. Because I have sheep, I don’t have to go to the
market to buy meat, it’s readily available from my herd, as well as what edible plants
that are available, we, my children who know the plants dig them up to use as food too.

We also plant a garden, when our diets were made up of food like this we did not suffer
diabetes, today we have a lot of our people suffering from diabetes, and people on
government assistance are still continuing forward. The abundance of water in the past
is also true the animals would drink at these watering places, and you heard about it
here. Today most of us haul water for our animals, I do haul water myself.

-

I don’t have running water in my home, I have to haul water. This is how I live, I don’t
burn coal either because I know it is dangerous and it smells awful. When it comes time
for NGS to shut down let it close down, there are so many related health problems that

impacts us. Some of the suffering closely related to the Navajo-Hopi Relocation which
is similar to being forced out people moving away and many of them passed on because
of it.

I’ve experience some impact, and I know about it, talking to my elders. This is all.
4.

Greeting, Good afternoon to all of you listening here and those of you who are visiting
here. My name is David Bilah. I work at the mine Peabody Coal Company, thirty-seven
years I’ve been there. I been contributing to the Navajo Tribe Hopi Tribe all the miners
have contributed to both tribes. It’s beneficially worthwhile.

We will support those who will leave this world tonight, and one who will (born) come
into this world tonight by keeping our government financially able to provide the
needed services. When I was very young, my father fought in World War II and return
to us and raised me teaching me that it is up to me to move myself forward. It is up to
you to enable yourself to help your government. By that teaching many of us are able to
help you (others), Navajo and Hopi, by this very teaching, we’ve pulled together to
contribute at this time.

This thing about “no water”, we have water, look San Juan River over there, it’s
running and by several layers of a cushion like geology it recharges aquifers, I don’t see
us not having any water, we do have water.

I have horses I have sheep and cattle, riding horse I have, during my days off of work I
saddle my horse and ride into the mountains, water seep out of the earth, there are lot of
different species of healthy vegetation the vegetation don’t appear poor. They are green
and plentiful, I don’t believe they’ve extinct and we will continue to strive into the
future.

!
Also let’s not use our words to bring down one another, to think about the upcoming
generation serve us good. So go forward, we are far advance than most of you can see,
and we cannot go backward. I don’t think so, we’re being observed from overseas...this
is what I want to comment on. Let’s go forward. Thank you.
5.
6.

Greeting Department of Interior, Greeting to your staff and the project staff, Greeting to
those of you here in the audience and commenters greetings to you all too. I
acknowledge you through traditional clan relationship. I’m of the Salt People clan my
farther is Manygoats my maternal grandfather is Yacca Fruit clan and my paternal
grandfather is One Who Walks Around you.

!
I was born at a place called Capped Water and grew up there. Note that there is no
water there now. This element of life and growth does not return anymore. Significant
amount of water was used considerable amount of water was used to slurry coal beyond
us; Who for?!

… not a complete statement due to recording battery needed to
be replaced

It wasn’t for us, true there’s employment however, the extreme senseless waste of water
is irresponsible and (our) water for the benefits of foreigner (white society) to take for
granted, this continues on to this day. There are many places where water used to stand
dry now. I’ll make my comment on it. This matter has harshly impacted my life.
Sheepherders, those who have livestock, those who care for their livestock closely….
not a complete statement due to recording battery needed to be replaced

